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Abstract 
Knuth-Bendix for strings, when applied to a presentation for a group G, often diverges. In 
this paper we develop a Knuth-Bendix procedure for equational term rewriting which can find 
an infinite, complete presentation for G in certain cases where previous procedures fail. These 
presentations yield an efficient solution of the word problem for G in the same way as finite 
ones, by reducing any word to a unique normal form. Our presentations consist of finitely many 
families, each of which is parameterized by a single term rewrite rule. The parameters are formal 
variables which occur in exponents, and take all positive integer values. We give an example 
of a group which is not FP,, hence which has no finite complete rewrite system, and is not 
automatic, but which has a complete presentation in our sense. 
Keywords: Word problem, Confluence, Rewriting 
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1. Introduction 
One might try the Knuth-Bendix procedure for strings in an attempt to solve the 
word problem for a given finite presentation for a group or monoid; see [l l] for a good, 
brief introduction. We know that the procedure must fail for some presentations, but 
it also often diverges in cases where the word problem is easily solved. Consider the 
graph group ( a, b, c; ba = ab, cb = bc ). If we order words in the generators and their 
inverses first by length, then lexicographically where c > b > a, we get, for example, 
rewrite rules ba -+ ab and cb -+ bc. These overlap on the word cba, reducing it to cab 
and bca, respectively. Since these two words must reduce to the same normal form, 
and no rule applies to either of them, the procedure adds the new rule cab + bca. 
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But ba -+ ab overlaps with this new rule on caba, reducing it to caab and bcaa, 
respectively. Continuing in this way, the procedure will diverge, producing (among 
others) an infinite family of rules { cab -+ bca, ca2b + bca2, ca3b + bca3, . . . }. This 
problem often arises with presentations which include commuting generators. 
There are several ways we can try to cope with this. Divergence is known to depend 
a great deal on the choice of ordering of words; using c > a > b above, Knuth-Bendix 
converges. A related fact is that sometimes a different choice of generators leads to a 
finite, complete rewrite system. There are examples of this, and of the use of order- 
ings other than length-lexicographic, in [ 131. We could resolve to work with infinite 
presentations which have some nice, finite description, as in [5, 91, which use finite 
automata to encode presentations. Though confluence is undecidable for regular rewrite 
systems [18], a number of important classes of groups are known to admit a ShortLex 
automatic structure (see [9]), which yields a complete regular rewrite system. 
In this paper we present a refined version of the results in [17] for group presen- 
tations. The idea is that the above family of rules can be expressed by a single term 
rewrite rule, ca”b + bca”, where y1 is a syntactic variable implicitly quantified over 
the positive integers. If we have only finitely many such rules, we can apply the tech- 
niques developed by computer scientists for equational term rewriting, also known as 
rewriting modulo a congruence, to construct the usual sort of Knuth-Bendix procedure, 
also known as a critical pair completion procedure. Our interest in this approach began 
with a paper of Gilman [12], in which he suggested that it might be possible to exploit 
the ‘regularity’ one often observes in divergent output by using parametric exponents 
in the present sense. Gilman’s work in this area also led to the computational methods 
of [lo] for seeking Shorttex automatic structures. 
Our treatment of equational term rewriting is brief but self-contained; see [3, 141 for 
more details. We caution the reader that in the interest of simplifying the exposition we 
give definitions of terms and substitutions which are less general than the standard ones. 
Also, we have built what are known as the associative with identity and associative- 
commutative equational theories in to the definition of a term, to avoid the distraction 
of describing special cases in unnecessary generality. 
The rest of this section contains some basic definitions, and a discussion of our term 
rewrite system &’ which we will find useful for handling parameteric exponents. In 
Section 2 we use the methods of Bachmair and Dershowitz [3] for giving an abstract 
description of the sort of completion procedure we wish to employ, and for proving that 
the procedure is correct. In section 3 we describe and prove correct the d-unification 
algorithm required by our completion procedure. In Section 4 we present some com- 
putational results. In section 5 we discuss a generalization to countable generating sets. 
1.1. Dejinitions 
Recall that a string over a set S is a finite ordered sequence of elements of S, and 
that the free semigroup generated by S is the set of all non-empty strings over S, along 
with an associative multiplication given by string concatenation. 
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Fix for discussion a finite set A of semigroup generators, also called letters. 
Fix two disjoint countably infinite sets vb and Ye of indeterminates, also called 
variables. An exponent is an element of the free abelian semigroup generated by 
Ye U {l}, where 1 is a distinguished symbol not in A or vb U Ye. We write exponents 
in the usual way as non-zero linear polynomials with positive integer coefficients. 
A power, written BP, is a possibly empty string B of letters and variables in vb, 
along with an exponent P. Let E denote the empty string. A term is a possibly empty 
string of letters, variables in “k”b, and powers. A simple term is a term which has 
variables only in exponents, and a ground term is a term which contains no variables. 
For example, if A = {a, b,c}, {m,n} C Ye, and {x, y} C _tT’, then xab”f’c(ay)m is a 
term, aab”+‘c(ac)” is a simple term, and uub4c(ub)’ is a ground term. We caution 
that while, for example, an+m = a”‘+“, the terms u2 and ua are different. 
A substitution o is a finite ordered sequence (x1 H n/i,, . . . ,Xk H Mk ) of ordered 
pairs, where the xi are variables, not necessarily distinct, and if xi E $‘“e then Mi is 
an exponent, otherwise Mi is a simple term. Except in the special case discussed in 
Section 2.1, these simple terms must be non-empty. The domain of o is the set 
1x1 , . . . ,Xk}. The substitution o induces a partial map of terms to terms, where o(M) 
is defined as follows: replace every occurrence of xi in M with Ml ; in the resulting 
‘term’ replace every occurrence of x2 with M2, and so on. For example, if c = (n H 
m + 1, m H 1) and r = (m H 1, n H m + 1) then o(u”) = a2 and $a”) = am+‘. 
Also, M = xcmu and N = (u)~ are terms, cr = (x H ub2”,m H 1) is a substitu- 
tion, and o(M) = ub2”c’u, but CJ is undefined on N, since powers are not allowed 
within powers. This is only a temporary nuisance, as from Section 2 on we restrict 
our attention to terms on which all substitutions are defined. An instance of a term M 
is any a(M) where CJ is a substitution defined on M. Let zc denote composition, so 
ra(x) = 7(0(x)) for every variable x. Note that the sequence B followed on the right 
by the sequence z is the same substitution as ZIJ. By o = z we mean that cr and r 
define the same partial map of terms. For V & vb U Ye let c 1~ denote the substitution 
with domain V which has the same effect on variables in Y as 6. To construct (r 1~ 
from cs = (xi H Ml , . . . ,xk H hfk ), scan the sequence from left to right; if Xi E v 
then leave xi H Mi in CJ Iv, otherwise remove it, but replace each xi with Mi in all 
of the Mj, j < i, in c 1~. For example, (n H m + k,k H 1,m H m + 1) (I~+I is 
(n H m + 1,m H m + 1). 
Let vars(M) denote the set of variables which occur in the term M. Let E be a set 
of pairs, ordered or not, of terms. The set E induces a relation -)E on terms as follows: 
M 4E N if there is a pair (A, p) E E and a substitution cr such that M = Mlo(J)M2 
and N = Mla(p)M2 for some terms MI, M2. In this case we may also write N +s M. 
For example, if M = ab3k+2abc and (b”+“xc,u”b”‘) E E then M +E aa2kbk+2 via the 
substitution c = ( n H 2k, m H k + 2, x I-+ ab ) . There are other choices of o here. The 
relation -‘E is computable for finite E, since deciding whether a CJ as above exists, and 
finding it, amounts to associative-commutative matching; see, e.g., [7] for a survey. 
Note that if M --+E N then o(M) -‘E o(N) for any substitution c defined on M 
and N. Let HE and -g denote the symmetric and reflexive-transitive closures of -‘E, 
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respectively. We can also define these relations on substitutions, e.g.: (T ++i r means 
that 0 and r have the same domain V, and o(n) -i r(n) for all x E V. 
An equation is an unordered pair {p, v} of terms, denoted p = v. We stress that 
p = v and v = p are the same equation. An equation plays the role of a relation, or 
identity, all ground instances of which are true in the term algebra under consideration. 
We call an ordered pair of terms (2, p) such that uars(l) > uars(p) a rewrite rule, 
and denote it il -+ p. We sometimes consider a rule to be an equation by forgetting 
its orientation. A set of rewrite rules 92 we call a rewrite system. We say a term M 
is W-irreducible if there is no term N such that M -‘YE N. 
If all of the terms in the rules of a rewrite system W are strings of letters, then 9 is 
a string rewrite system in the usual sense. Recall that such an 92 is conjkent iff it has 
the Church-Rosser property: whenever there are strings M, M’ such that M +-+& M’ 
there is a string N such that M -+j, N +i M’. Put another way, if 92 is a set of 
oriented relations for a group presentation, then 92 is confluent iff whenever two words 
represent the same element of the group, they have a common reduct under 4%. Since 
4~ may be symmetric, confluence is of little value without the additional condition 
that there be no infinite chain Mi -+w M2 --‘se . . . . In general, we say that a binary 
relation R 2 S x S on a set S is Noetherian if there is no infinite sequence si, ~2,. . 
with (si,si+i) E R for i > 0. 
1.2. The rewrite system d 
The terms caab, caa’b, ca’ab, and ca2b, for example, are different, but they should 
represent the same group element. The equivalence of such terms is not as easy to 
build in to the definition of a term as the commutativity of exponents, because it 
affects our analysis of how rules can overlap. One way out of this difficulty might 
be to agree on canonical representatives. It is easy to see that any ground term can 
be put in a unique normal form by multiplying out all powers, but to always write 
ground terms this way would defeat our purpose, since the rule ca”b -+ bca” does not 
apply to the term caab. We considered doing the opposite, preferring the form ca2b, 
and experimented with term rewrite systems containing rules such as xx” + x”+’ . We 
encountered enough difficulty in making such rewrite systems confluent (critical pairs 
like (ab)2(bab)” = a(bab)“+‘, (ab)3(babab)” = a(babab)“+‘, etc, arise) that we sought 
another solution. We found a satisfactory one in working module certain axioms for 
power notation in a semigroup. This allows us to choose whichever representative we 
wish, depending on which rule is to apply. To this end let x, y E Vb, n,m E Ye, and 
fix the rewrite system 
ZzY = { X1 ---t x, X”fl + XXV, x”xm + Xn+m, n”x + xx”, (xy>“x --t x(yx)” }. 
For a rewrite system W let -+a~& be the relation -2 o--+~Po -2. For finite 92 this 
relation is computable on simple terms, since d-classes of simple terms are finite. To 
reduce a term by --+~e/d we may rearrange powers before applying a rule in B’, and 
afterwards rearrange again if we wish. Thus if canb -+ bca” E W then caab +%I& bcaa 
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since caab cd caa’b cd ca2b 43 bca’ -+d bcaa’ +d bcaa. Incidentally, we would 
not need the fourth rule of d if we allowed variables to take the value E. However, 
in this case +d would not be Noetherian, since the last rule would rewrite a” to a”. 
It will be useful later to have 
Lemma 1.1. The relation --+d on simple terms is Noetherian. If M and M’ are simple 
terms such that Me>M’, then there is a unique d-irreducible simple term N such 
that M -+> N and M’ -2 N. 
This follows from [17, Section 3.51, but we sketch a direct proof which foreshadows 
the methods of the next section. 
Recall that a multiset over a set S is a map S --) N, i.e. a ‘set’ in which elements 
may occur more than once. A partial ordering + on S induces an ordering %- on 
finite multisets over S: m U {x} %- W U { ~1,. . , , yn} whenever n 2 0 and x + yi for 
1 5 i 5 n. A result of [8] says that * is Noetherian iff + is. 
Proof of Lemma 1.1. Given a possibly infinite chain Ml -+d A42 --td . . . of simple 
terms, we may assume that the Mi are ground terms, since we may substitute 1 for 
each variable in Mi. Let ni be the sum of the exponents in Mi. We see by inspection of 
& that ni 2 ni+i. The rules x1 + x and .x”+’ + XX” decrease ni, so they appear in the 
chain only finitely many times. Similarly, no rule introduces a power, but xnxm + x”+“’ 
decreases the total number of powers, so this rule appears finitely many times. Thus 
there is an 1 such that only the rules x”x -+ xx” and (xy)“x + x(yx>” appear in the 
chain h41 +d Mr+r --+d . * . . These two rules preserve the length of Mi as a string of 
letters and powers, but always move a power further to the right, which can be done 
only finitely many times. Thus the chain must be finite. 
Let Mi,Mz,..., ’ M,, be simple terms such that Ml ++d A42 H& . . . ++d it&. Suppose 
that this expression is not of the form Ml +>o+> M,,. We show that there is an 
expression Ml = M{ c)d Mi c-‘d - . . ++d Mi, = M, such that {Ml, _ _ . , Me } *SQ 
{M;, . ..> ML, }, where -ttd is the Noetherian ordering on multisets of simple terms 
induced by the partial ordering -+d. 
We must have Ml +-+>I?, +d N +d Nz->M,, for some simple terms N, Nr, Nz. 
Suppose N -+I Ni by a rule li + pi E & and substitution (Ti, for i = 1,2. 
First suppose that the rules apply at disjoint parts of N, that is, we may assume 
without loss of generality that N = Jai (2, )Ka2(&)L for some terms J, K, L, and Ni = 
Jol(p1)KM&)L, NZ = J~i(~l)Ko~(p& Then Ni +-d Joi(~l)Ka2(p~)L +d N2. 
Otherwise the subterms oi(li) and 02(;/2) of N overlap. In the degenerate case where 
ii = A2 and cri(Ai) coincides with Q(&) in N, we have Nr = Nz. Otherwise we see 
by inspection of ~2 that the overlap must be an instance of one of the following terms: 
X’X”, x”x’, x1x, (xy)lx. xn+lxm, x”xm+l, X”flX, (xy)“+lx, xnxmxn’, X??X, (xy>“(xy)“x. 
For example, we may have N = JB PflBK for some J, K, B, P, and Ni = JBB’BK, 
while N2 = JBBP+‘K. But BBPB +d BBBp td BBPfl. The other ten cases are as 
easy to check. 
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We have seen that if M++>,M’ then there is a simple term N’ such that M -+> 
N’ t> M’. Reduce N’ by +d as far as possible to get uniqueness. 0 
If M -+3Q N and N is d-irreducible, we call N the d-normal form of M, and 
denote it ML&. To compute the d-normal form of a simple term we multiply out all 
constant exponents, combine all variable exponents of adjacent powers with the same 
base, and shit? powers as far to the right as possible. For example, a1(ba)mb”+2bm Ld=
ab(ab)“bb”+“‘. 
A deficiency of ~4 is that, for example, (aa>n fi> a2”. We could put the infinite set 
of rules {(xx)” + x2n, (XXX)” + x~~,. . . } in d without losing computability, but we 
take a different approach in the next section. Note also that s2 +d EE’ = E’ -+d E, 
but E” is d-irreducible for n E Ye. 
Let 93 be a rewrite system in which every rule contains only simple terms. The 
system 93 defines a monoid presentation @;I(&??)), where I(9) consists of all relations 
o(,l)ld= a(p)ld for 14 p E 6% and all ground instances o(n). 
Lemma 1.2. Two words W, W’ in the letters A represent he same element of the 
monoid G = (A; I(B)) ifs W +-+$ul W’. 
Proof. First suppose that W and W’ represent the same element of G. Then there is 
a sequence of words W = Wo, WI,. . . , W,, = W’ such that Wi+l is obtained from Wi 
by replacing some subword Ui in Wi with Ui, where Ui = Vi E I(W). But then there is 
a sequence 
Conversely, suppose that W c-‘>~~ W’. Then we have 
w=wp> Wl -9 w2 -2 w3 *a . . . t-‘g wn-1 H> w, = w’. 
But by Lemma 1.1 every subsequence Wi -2 Wi+l ~9 Wi+i+z +> Wi+3 GUI be 
replaced with a sequence Wi -+> & +> Wi+l ~41 Wi+z -+> yi+z +-> Wi+3 in 
which the Y’s are d-irreducible. Since we have Wo = Yo and W,, = Y,, the sequence 
h,Yl,..., Y, shows that W and W’ represent the same element of G. 0 
In light of this we say that W is conjuent (in the literature, ground conjuent) if 
for any ground terms M and N such that M *&I N we have M +~,ld~+-~,~ N. 
The rewrite system &? is complete if it is confluent and -+~/l-cp is Noetherian. 
In the next section we describe a completion procedure. Given a Noetherian ordering 
of terms, such procedures check whether a rewrite system is complete, and if not, try to 
augment it to a complete one. Verifying confluence amounts to checking finitely 
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many pairs of terms M, N such that M H&~ N. Such a pair which does not have a 
common reduct is called critical, and may be oriented into a rule, so that one of M, 
N reduces to the other. This new rule may lead to more critical pairs, and so on, but 
if the process stops the result is a complete system. 
2. The completion procedure 
Henceforth all rules and equations except those in zz2 contain only simple terms. 
We want to describe a critical pair completion procedure, but without being too 
specific, so as to allow greater flexibility in choosing an implementation. We use the 
method of abstract formulation of [2, 41, and we prove the main result of this section 
using the powerful technique of proof orderings developed in those papers. With this 
technique one can give a proof of correctness for a class of completion procedures 
which is independent of many details of any particular procedure. Moreover, correctness 
proofs expressed in terms of proof orderings are considerably simpler than previous 
ones. 
In Section 2.1 we establish an appropriate critical pair lemma. In Section 2.2 we 
describe an abstract critical pair completion procedure, and prove that any instance of 
it is correct. In Section 2.3 we consider some instances of the procedure. 
2.1. The critical pair lemma 
We begin with the usual discussion of how a term can be rewritten in two different 
ways: if J c.g/d K -+9/s L then two rules either apply at ‘disjoint’ parts of K, or 
they ‘overlap’, in which case there is a substitution which makes parts of the left-hand 
sides of the rules &-equivalent. 
An &-un$er of two terms M and N is a substitution o such that o(M)*>,o(N). We 
say that cr is a ground d-zmz$er if a(M) and o(N) are ground terms. Let %!,(M,N) 
denote the set of all d-unifiers of M and N, and let 942&M, N) denote the subset of 
all ground d-unifiers. For example, (x H a”+‘, y I-+ a,k H 2e,m H n) is an d-unifier 
of 8(ab)“y and .xu~~(~u)~. 
We often consider terms of the form tiy, where M is a non-empty simple term and 
x, y E Vb. In this case we call x and y extension variables. Rather than enumerate the 
separate cases of M, xM, My, xMy, we now allow a substitution to map an extension 
variable to the empty term. Note that any substitution is defined on such a term xMy, 
and none of the terms in the rules of d contain extension variables. 
Let 111 and j/2 be simple terms, and let x1, x2, ~1, y2 be distinct variables in Vb. A 
ground d-unifier o of xlll yl and xz&y2 is disjoint if the d-normal form cr(x&) Jd is 
a stringwise prefix of o(xj)Jd, and hence a(Ajyj) J.d is a stringwise sufhx of o(yi) J.d, 
for (i, j) = (1,2) or (2,l). 
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A subset @ C G!J&l~l yl,x&y2) is virtually complete if for any non-disjoint ground 
d-unifier CJ of xlJ.1 y1 and x&y2 such that a(xl ) = E or 0(x2) = E, and a( ~1) = E or 
a(~*) = E, there is a z E % and a substitution q such that qz-20. 
. . 
Defimtlon 2.1. Let ill + p1 and ;/z + pz be rules with variables renamed if neces- 
sary so that vars(&) n vars(lz) = 0, and let xl, x2, ~1, y2 be distinct variables in 
Vb. A complete set of d-critical pairs between 1, -+ pi, 12 + p2 is a set of equa- 
tions z(xrply1) = z(x~payz), where 7 ranges over some subset % C %_&xlAl yl ,x2& ~2) 
which is virtually complete. The individual equations are called &‘-critical pairs. 
The purpose of &‘-critical pairs is the role they play in what is called a critical pair 
lemma: 
Lemma 2.1. Let R be a rewrite system and suppose that there are ground terms 
Ml,M2, Nl, N2 such that Nl cw Ml -5M2 -9 N2. Then either there is a term N 
such that Nl -+wI~ N +g~d N2 or there is an d-critical pair p = v between rules 
in 9 such that NIH$ o++{~=,,)o *$N2. 
Proof. Suppose that Mi -+w Ni by the rule li + pi via the substitution bi, for i = 1,2, 
where we have renamed variables if necessary so that vars(ll) n vars(l2) = 0. Let x1, 
x2, yl, y2 be distinct variables in Vb. Now MI is a string ~1~2 . . . u, of letters and 
powers, and CJI (Al) = up.. . uq for some 1 5 p < q 5 n. Let 71 be the subtitution 
01 0 (Xl H 241 . . . Up-l, Yl H Uq+l ... un), so that zl(xl,?l ~1) = Ml. Similarly, M2 is a 
string vlvz . . . v,,, of letters and powers, and a~(&) = v, . . . v, for some 1 5 r 5 s 5 m. 
Let 72 = 02 o (x2 H v1 . ..v._l, y2 H V,+I . . .v,), so that 22(x2&y2)++>M1. Let 
0 = 7172. Since the domain of ~1 is disjoint from vars(M2), 0 is a ground &‘-unifier 
of ~14~1 and ~222~2. 
If 0 is disjoint then for (i,j) = (1,2) or (2,l) we have Mj = o(xj)a(lljyj)*$ 
g(Xili)Kja(Ajyj) for some term Kj , and Mi = o(xili)a(yi)tt~~(xini)Kia(~jyj) for 
some term Ki. NOW KiH>Kj since Mi*$Mj, SO 
Ni~>dxiPiYG4~jyj) +W dxiPiKdPjyj)tf$ 
4xipi)KjdPjyj) +B o(xini)Kja(pjyj)-~Nj. 
Otherwise consider the d-normal forms of g(x1) and 4x2). One must be a string- 
wise prefix of the other; assume without loss of generality that 4x2) J,d= a(xl ) ld X 
for some string X. Define c? to be (T except cr’(x1) = E and I’ = X. Similarly 
o’(yj)Ld= Yc’(yi)Jd for some string Y and (i,j) = (1,2) or (2,l). Define 0” to be 
CJ’ except O”(yi) = E and O”(yj) = Y. Since g” is a non-disjoint ground d-unifier of 
xlJl yl and x2;lzyz, there are an d-critical pair p = v and substitutions 2, q such that 
p = z(xlplyl), v = z(x~~,yz), and r]z*>a”. If i = 1 then 
N1 = a(xl )a(pl )a(yl ) = a(xl )a”@1 )a(yl)*$4xl)rlGlplyl )a(yl) ++ipFy) 
4x1 hG2p2y2Myl >-f&G V(x2p2y2Myl) 
= 4x1 Wa”(p2Ya(yl> = 4x1 P’a(p2P’a(yl)-3Q4X2)4P2My2) = N2. 
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If i = 2 then since a(yi )++$ Ycr(y2) and o”(yi ) = Y we have 
Nl = 4x1 ho1 MY1 1 = @l >O”(Pl MY1 )*$4x1 )~“(WlYl)4Y2) +&) 
e3 )~~(~2~2Y2)~(Y2)~~~(~1)~“(~2~2Y2)~(Y2) 
= 4x1 W”(P2 MY2 >-:4x2 h(p2 b(Y2) = N2. q 
2.2. The completion procedure 
Let -t,& be the relation +wIBo+&,~. Define the relation +i,& on simple terms 
by M -iid N if a(M) -+&,& g(N) for every ground instance a(M). We do not know 
whether this relation is computable even when 93 is finite and +g/d is Noetherian. 
For our purposes in Section 4 it suffices to work with a certain subset of --+g,& which 
properly contains +i,& restricted to simple terms. 
A reduction ordering is a Noetherian partial ordering k- on simple terms such that 
if A4 + N then a(M) + a(N) for any substitution (T, and MiA4342 + MiNM2 for any 
simple terms Ml, M2. The ordering is compatible with .@’ if M + N, M++$M’, and 
Ntl>N’ imply that M’ + N’. 
An d-completion procedure is a procedure which starts with a finite set &‘s of 
equations, a finite set Ws of rules, a reduction ordering + which is compatible with 
& and contains --+i0,-c9, a Noetherian partial ordering D on terms, and a reduction 
ordering >‘, and constructs a derivation (8c,Bs) k (&i,ai) k e.1, where (di+i,S%“i+i) 
is obtained from (&‘i,Bi) by applying one of the following seven inference rules: 
Au@nenbtion: 
(89 a) 
(8 ” {p = v},gq 
if c)$U6U4e = +-+* dU&J{jHJ}UB 
on ground terms, 
Orientation: 
(8 u {P = v), W) 
(87 2 u {P 4 v)) 
if p * v, 
Deletion: 
(8 u {cl = v), 9) 
(89 9) 
Translation: 
(8 u {CL = v}, 9) 
(8 u {P = v’), 9) 
if O(P) +&P+-;,& o(v) 
whenever o(p) and G(V) are ground, 
if v>“v’ and [T(V) -2 a(~‘) 
whenever a(v) and a(~‘) are ground, 
Simplification: 
(~U{cL=v),W) 
(a u (~ = v,), ~) 
Composition: (d>W u (2 -+ P)) 
(b,W u {A + P’)) 
ifvdg se/& v’, 
if P -&& P’, 
Collapse: (839 u {A+ PI) 
if II +i,& A’, where the leftmost +g 
(8 u (2’ = PI, 9) step is by 1” -+ p” E 9 and I D I”. 
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We discuss how an d-completion procedure might use these inference rules in 
Section 2.3. Note that if (&i,Wi) t- (di+i,9?i+i) then -$UI,Uw, and ~JQUh+,U9C+, are 
the same relation on ground terms. 
The ordering F plays the usual role of deciding how to orient an zZ-critical pair 
into a rule. The orderings D and >ti are not as important, but are convenient in the 
correctness proof below. 
Definition 2.2. A derivation (bc,W~) k (&i,gi) k . . . i- (&L,~L) is fair if 
(1) &L = 0, 
(2) ~$0 U . . . U &._I contains a complete set of d-critical pairs between each pair of 
rules in 9~. 
An d-completion procedure may fail to produce a fair derivation if it generates 
an equation at some stage which cannot be oriented, translated, simplified, or deleted. 
It may also happen that new &-critical pairs lead to new rules which lead to new 
d-critical pairs, and so on, so that conditions 1 and 2 cannot both be met. 
Theorem 2.2. Let 80 be a set of equations, 90 be a set of rules, F be a reduction 
ordering which contains +&,& and is compatible with d, D be a Noetherian partial 
ordering on terms, and >’ be a reduction ordering. If an d-completion procedure 
uses +, D, and >‘I to produce a fair derivation (&o,WO) k . . . k (&FL, 8~) then 9~ is 
complete. 
We prove Theorem 2.2 by an induction similar to that of Lemma 1.1, but we need 
more detailed terminology. 
A proof of MO ++huw M, is a sequence P = (Mo,Ml, . . . ,M,) of simple terms 
such that one of Mi *d Mi+t , Mi ++g Mi+l, Mi +g hIi+,, or Mi +s Mi+l holds 
for 1 5 i < n. Alternatively, we may write, say, MO ++d Ml +g M2 *d M3, or 
even MO +~e/d M3, instead of (MO,. . . , M3). A subproof of P is any Q = (Mi,. . . ,Mj) 
where 1 5 i I j < n. We write P[Q] to indicate that Q is a subproof of P. 
A proof ordering is a Noetherian ordering > on proofs such that if Q > Q’ then 
P[Q] > P[Q’], and if (MO,. . . ,M,) > (M&. . . ,M,‘) then (NMoN’, . . . ,NM,N’) > 
(NM;N’, . . . , NM,‘N’) and (I,. . . , a(M,)) > (o(MA), . . . , o(M,‘)) for any simple 
terms N, N’, and any substitution 0. 
We construct a proof ordering >+’ by assigning a complexity to each proof step 
Mi ~dueu4p Mi+l, and defining a Noetherian ordering >’ on complexities. The com- 
plexity of a proof is the multiset of the complexities of its steps, and >P is the multiset 
extension of >c. 
The complexity of a proof step is a 4-tuple. The first component is a multiset of 
&-classes of simple terms, the second is a simple term, the third is an d-class, and 
the last is a multiset of simple terms. The last three components may also contain a 
special symbol i which is minimal in D, F and >*. 
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A proof step of the form M H& N has complexity ({[Ml}, I, I, I), where [X] 
is the d-class of X. The complexity of M *d N is ({WI, Wl),LL{MW). If 
A4 +4p N by the rule d + p, then this step has complexity ({[Ml}, 1, [N], I). Now 
>c is the lexicographic ordering on complexities which compares components by #-, 
D, +, $-*, respectively. Since each of the component orderings is Noetherian, >c is 
too. The ordering >P is Noetherian, and by the definition of multiset ordering Q>PQ’ 
implies Z’[Q] >+‘P[Q’]. It is easy to see that >P satisfies the other properties of proof 
orderings because of the corresponding properties of the reduction orderings +, >tr. 
The strategy in the proof of Theorem 2.2 is to show that whenever we have a proof 
P of A4 H$UgL N which is not in the desired form of M +$L,Lld~c&,d N, there is 
a proof Q such that P>PQ. 
Lemma 2.3. If M and N are ground terms, (S,,Wi) k (&i+l,2i+l), and P is a 
proof ofM ++hiuB, N containing only ground terms, then there is a proof Q of 
M +94”I,+,“sE,+, N containing only ground terms such that P>PQ or P = Q. 
Proof. We examine each of the seven inference rules. The new proof in each case 
contains only ground terms since vars(A) ‘2 uars(p) for every rule 1 --f p in 6% and 
gi+l, and oars(A) = vars(p) for every A--) p E JZZ. 
Augmentation: Take Q = P. 
Orientation: From the definition of proof ordering it suffices to assume that P consists 
of the single proof step a(p) ~8~ a(v), where (T(U) and c(v) are ground instances. Let 
Q consist of c(p) -+gi+, a(v); then P>PQ since {[p], [v]} >t {[PI}. 
Deletion: As before, we may assume P is c(p) c),gi a(v), where g(p) and a(v) 
are ground instances. Let Q be a(p) -+~,+,,d~c&,d G(V). Then P>PQ since the 
first component of the complexity of each of the steps in Q is smaller in x than 
{[4P)lT [4v>l). 
Translation: P is G(P) *li G(V). Let Q be c(p) ttgi+] a(v’)+-+$a(v). Then P>PQ 
since {LV} bti{~,v’} and {[PI, [VI) * {[VI). 
Simplification: P is a(p) ~8, cr(v). Let Q be c(p) ttgi+, a(v’) t&i+l,d a(v). Then 
P >pQ since {[p], [v]} >t {[CL], [v’]} and for every step in . H$ G(V) we have {[p], [v]} 
>t {[VI}. The complexity of each remaining step is smaller in the first component. 
Composition: P is o(n) +g, a(p). Let Q be a(1) +w,+, a@‘) c;~+,,& o(p). Then 
P>pQ since [p] + [p’], and the complexity of every step in a(p’) tAi+,,& o(p) is 
smaller in the first component with respect to >t than {[o(n)]}. 
Collapse: P is a(n) -+s, a(p). Let Q be a(n) -+Li+,,& CJ(~‘) +-+g,+, a(p). Then 
P>PQ, since for each of the steps a(n)+-+>. we have I D I, and for the leftmost 
step . jai+, . we have 1 D A”. The remaining steps in . +&L+,,d o(1’) are smaller in 
the first component. For the rightmost step {[A]} x {[PI, [p]}. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Suppose M, N are ground terms and M c)>“%~ N. If this 
proof contains a non-ground term we may substitute 1 for every variable to obtain a 
proof containing only ground terms. 
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If the proof M +-+$vue, N is not of the form M +~&,,&oc&,~ N then it must 
contain a subproof N’ cg‘ M’#$M” +gl, N”. By Lemma 2.1 we have either 
N’ +~~/~oc~J~ N”, which is smaller in > P, or by fairness there is some 0 < 
j < L such that N’*> O~+R~O w>N”, which is also smaller in > P. By the ‘transitive 
closure’ of Lemma 2.3, for any proof P of N’ ++$“&, N”, there is a proof Q of 
N’ ++$“B L N” with P >+‘Q, since P = Q is impossible. 
Thus whenever a proof of M ~2”~~ N is not in the desired form, we can replace 
it with one which is smaller in a Noetherian ordering. 0 
2.3. Implementing inference rules 
We consider ways to implement each of the inference rules of an &‘-completion 
procedure. 
The augmentation inference rule allows an &-completion procedure to adjoin any 
equation which is true for ground terms, even if it is not an equational consequence of 
dlJ bUB?. The most important of these are &‘-critical pairs. Next are those equations 
which subsume an infinite family of string rewrite rules which would otherwise be 
generated. We have two ways to deduce such a family from finitely many of its 
members. One was suggested in conversation by R. Gilman: 
Lemma 2.4. If p, q are distinct integers and u~,zQ,v~, ~2, u, v are elements of a group 
G such that ulu*uz = v~v*v~ and uluQuz = v1vqv2, then u1u*+“(q--P)u~ = v~v*+n(q-*)v2 
for all integers n. 
Proof. We have uz = u-*u,’ viv*v2. Substituting into the second equation we get 
24ifP-pU-i 1 = ~lv9-*~-l ) so ~l~“(4-P)ql = v1 vn(Q-Pb~l for every integer n. Substitute 
-1 
% -’ -*up’ into this. 0 = w%~V2 v 1 
Thus if an &-completion procedure is given a presentation for a group, and gener- 
ates, say, rules abc -+ d and abbe + dd, then since ab”c = d” is true in the group 
for any positive n, the augmentation inference rule allows the procedure to add this 
equation. Multi-parameter equations can also be deduced in this way; for instance, if 
rules ab”cc + d”a and ab”ccc + d”aa are generated, the equation ab”ccm = d”am 
may be added. 
We take another approach if some parameter occurs more than once on one side of 
a rule. Suppose, for example, that we have rules stc -+ t2cT2st and st’c + t3cT3st2 
in our system. If the second arose from the first via some sequence of overlaps with 
other rules in the system, we ‘conjecture’ that the family 
st”c + t”+‘cT”+‘st” 
will be generated. We then compute the same sequence of overlaps as above on this rule 
to see whether st”+‘c = tn+2cT”+2st”f1 arises as an d-critical pair. If so, the conjecture 
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is proved (up to ordering), and we may add the equation st”c = tn+‘cTn+‘st”. More 
sophisticated inference of this sort may be possible. 
We discuss two reduction orderings suitable for use with the orientation rule in 
Section 4. 
Let >“r be the reduction ordering on simple terms which first compares the number 
of powers, then compares the sum, over each power BP, of the string length of B. 
Then by the translation rule we may replace a subterm (au)“, for instance, with a*“. 
Also, we may replace a subterm E” with E. 
Simplification allows for both sides of an equation to be reduced as far as possible 
by the current rewrite system before being oriented into a rule. Using composition and 
collapse the procedure may reconsider a rule which can be reduced by a subsequently 
generated rule. Once we have non-ground rules in our rewrite system, the procedure 
may compute d-critical pairs of an awkward form. For instance, a rule whose left- 
hand side contains a subterm such as (a-l~)“(~-la)n+m or (aca-‘)” is not likely to be 
of much use because of the cancellation in any ground instance. If J and K are strings 
such that JK -&,,& E then J”K”+m -ild Km J”+“‘K” +i_,& J”‘, and (JLK)” +i,& 
JL”K for any string L, so the simplification m\e may perform this ‘meta’ cancellation 
on terms. 
The deletion rule allows the procedure to remove an equation if all of its ground 
instances collapse, i.e., reduce to a common word. We do not know of a way to decide 
whether this is the case, but two ad hoc techniques have proved useful. 
First, given an equation p = v in di which contains a variable n, it can happen that, 
after substituting n H 1 + n, 2i/&-normalizing, and trimming common prefixes and 
suffixes, we get p = v again. If also G(P) A~,,~oc&~ G(V) for cr = (n ++ 1 ), this 
constitutes an inductive proof that every ground instance of p = v collapses, so this 
equation can be removed. 
Second, if an equation p = v contains a subterm JPKQ such that JK -)sild E, 
but neither P nor Q is a substring of the other modulo commutativity, then ‘meta’ 
cancellation does not apply. We can try to deal with this by replacing ,u = v with the set 
of all a(p) = c(v), where cr runs over complete subsets of @de(P, Q), %dg(P+n, Q), 
and %~w(P, Q + n), and n is a new variable, since any ground instance of p = v is 
an instance of one of these (see Section 3). In the same vein, if p = v contains a 
subterm J(KL)p, we can split it into the cases where rn H 1 and m H 1 + m for each 
m E uars(P). If each of the cases collapses, so does the original equation. 
3. The unification algorithm 
An &-completion procedure must compute &-critical pairs, so in particular, for rules 
11 -+ pt, 22 -+ p2 and distinct variables xl. x2, yl, y2 in _tT’ it must find a finite subset 
of %.&ctItyt,x&y2) which is virtually complete. We describe and prove correct an 
algorithm which does this. 
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We developed the algorithm by specializing the general technique of equational 
narrowing described in [ 151. In effect the algorithm systematically narrows down the 
possible values of the variables in _xiAiyi and x&yz until it arrives at a pair of terms 
which are trivially ~-unifiable, or it discovers that it has taken a wrong turn. In either 
case it backtracks and tries all other narrowings. The algorithm implicitly constructs a 
tree. We formalize the structure of such trees so as to reason about the algorithm. 
Define the d-subsumption ordering on terms by it4 & N if there is a substitution v 
such that r@f)~>N. Similarly, for substitutions (T and r, we write cr 5~ z if qa*$r 
for some q. For two sets C, C’ of substitutions, by C*>C’ we mean that for every 
a E C there is a at E C’ such that a+-+$a’, and vice versa. 
Definition 3.1. A narrowing tree for terms M and N is a directed tree 2 of 3-tuples 
(J,K, a), where J, K are terms and a is a substitution. 2 has root node (M, N, ( ) ), and 
is such that any non-leaf node (J, K, a) along with its children {(Ji,Ki, ai)}iCt satisfy 
(1) For i E I there is a <i such that ai*$&a, Ji*><i(J), Ki++>li(K), 
(2) g@d(J,K)++> Ui,t{ z<i I 7 E ~~dJi,Ki) }- 
We are interested in narrowing trees in which the leaf nodes contain terms for which 
d-unification is easy, as the following lemma shows how to recover a solution of the 
original problem. 
Our ultimate aim is to compute finite sets of &‘-unifiers which are virtually complete, 
but for now greater generality is simpler. For terms M and N, a subset % C %d(M,N) 
is ground complete if for any a E B%&M,N) there is a z E ?4! such that r <d a. 
Lemma 3.2. Let 2 be a narrowing tree of jnite depth for terms A4 and N. Let 
((4, K,mi)}i,t be the leaf nodes of 2, and for each i E I let %i be a ground 
complete subset of %d(Xi, fi). Then /Jier{noi 1 v E @ii) is a ground complete subset 
of %0&N). 
Proof. Let zo be a ground d-unifier of M and N. From the definition of narrowing tree 
there is a path (Jo,Ko, ao), . . . , (JP,KP, a ) in 2 , where (Jo, Ko, ao) = (MN, ( )) and r 
(Jp&ap) = GK,, Yq,q> f or some q E I, and there are substitutions zi E Q@.&Ji,Ki) 
and ti such that ri_t*>ri<i for 1 5 i 5 p. Then ra~3grP~P~P_i *** cl-$ 
zPaP. Now there is an q E S& such that v] <d zP by hypothesis, which means there is 
a 5 such that &c)$zP. Then rg*>rPaP = rPo4++>&oq, or yo, & 70. 0 
In Lemma 3.3 we give a criterion for attaching children to a leaf node in a narrowing 
tree, in such a way that properties 1 and 2 of a narrowing tree are preserved. The idea 
is that whenever we know that all ground &-unifiers of the terms in a leaf must fall 
into one of some finite number of simpler cases, we attach a child for each case. 
Lemma 3.3. Let M and N be terms and let V C vars(M) U vars(N). If C is a set of 
substitutions with domain contained in V such that for any y E W/&t4,N) there is 
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function &-unify(x&yc, nili yi ) : set of substitutions; begin 
&-normalize A0 and Ii ; 
c := 0; 
for i := 0 to 1 do 
for all Q[ E bind-left-variable(xi, leftmost-letter(&), ii-i) do 
for j := 0 to 1 do 
for all cr E bind-right-variable( Yj,rightmost-letter(Aj), Ai_j) do begin 
fJ := C[Cr 0 (X1-i H E, _Yl-j H E); 
C := C U d-unify-simple(o(x&ys), a(xi;liyi), cr) 
end; 
return C 
end; 
Fig. 1. 
a CJ E C such that cs Id yl~, then 
Proof. Clearly every element of the right-hand side is a ground d-unifier of M and 
N. For the other direction let y be a ground d-unifier of A4 and N. Let Vc be 
the variables in the domain of y which are not in V. There is a substitution o = 
(x1 H Ml,..., X, H A& ) such that D <d y 1 y. We may rename the variables in the 
Mi so that uars(Mi) f~ Vc = 0. There is a substitution n such that ~a(x)~$y(x) for all 
x E V. Let z = ?(y IVG). Then 20 = ~(y IVc)o = ya(y Ir=)~>y, so rb++>y, and z is a 
ground d-unifier of o(M) and a(N). 0 
Thus given a leaf node (M, N,o) in a narrowing tree, we may attach the children 
(c(M), a(N), co) for all c E C and still have a narrowing tree. 
Fig. 1 contains pseudocode for the main body of the algorithm, d-unify. We neither 
need nor want to compute d-unifiers which are disjoint or do not send at least one 
extension variable on each side to the empty string. Therefore, d-unify runs through 
each choice of an extension variable on each side, which it maps to E, then it finds 
a finite set of simple terms which d-subsumes the values which the other extension 
variables can take, if the resulting d-unifier is to be non-disjoint. It replaces the 
extension variables with each of these terms in turn, thus reducing the problem to that 
of d-unifying two simple terms. This is done by &‘-unify-simple, listed in Fig. 4. In 
effect, &‘-unify omits to construct those branches from the root of the narrowing tree 
which yield d-unifiers in which we are not interested. 
d-unify uses functions bind-left-variable and bind-right-variable, listed in Figs. 2 
and 3. The latter are based on the observation that a simple term has a ‘leftmost’ 
and a ‘rightmost’ letter, which are invariant under &-equivalence and substitution. 
We recursively define the leftmost-letter, abreviated 11, of a simple term as follows: 
ZZ(a) = (I for any letter a, ZZ(MiM2) = ZZ(Mi), and ZZ(i@‘) = ZZ(M). Similarly the 
rightmost-letter of a simple term is given by rZ(a) = a for any letter a, rl(M~M2) = 
r&M& and r&VP) = rZ(A4). 
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function bind-left-variable(x, a, N) : set of substitutions; begin 
c := 0; 
for all Nt and N2 such that N = NlaN2 do 
C := C u {(x H Nl)}; 
for all Ns, NJ, Br, Bz, P such that N = N~(BIuB~)PN~ do begin 
Let n be a new variable; 
C := C U {(x H NjBl), (x H N3Bl(aBzBI)“)} 
end; 
return C 
end; 
Fig. 2. 
function bind-right-variable(y, a, N) : set of substitutions; begin 
c := 0; 
for all Nt and Nz such that N = NtaN2 do 
C := C u {(y H N2)); 
for all N3, N4, Bl, B2, P such that N = N~(BIuB~)‘NJ do begin 
Let n be a new variable; 
C := C U {(Y H &N4), (Y H BdBlaB2)nNd) 
end; 
return C 
end; 
Fig. 3. 
Remark 3.4. By inspection of d and the definition of substitution we see that for 
simple terms A4 and N, 
(1) If M++>N then II(M) = 11(N) and rZ(M) = rZ(N). 
(2) ZZ(o(M)) = ZZ(M) and rZ(a(M)) = rZ(M) for any substitution o. 
A new variable is a variable in Ye which does not occur in any term or substitution 
in any node in the unique path in the narrowing tree from the root to the current node. 
Consider bind-left-variable. Let A4 and N be terms, and suppose A4 = tit, where 
x E Vb, A41 is a non-empty simple term possibly followed by a right extension variable, 
and N consists of a non-empty simple term possibly followed by a right extension 
variable. Let y be a non-disjoint ground d-unifier of M and N, and let a = ZZ(Mt ). 
Since y is not disjoint, the &-normal form of y(x) must be a stringwise proper prefix 
of the d-normal form of y(N), and must be followed in the latter by u. Then the 
d-normal form of N has the form NtuN2 for some simple terms Nt , N2, or it has 
the form N~(B~uB~)‘N~ for some simple terms Ns, N4, strings of letters B1, Bz, and 
exponent P. Now y(x) may be &‘-equivalent to y(Nt ) for one such Nt , or to Y(N~BI), 
or to Y(N~B~(uB~BI)“) for some BI, B2, N3, NJ, P as above, and some n E -1T,, with 
y(n) < y(P). Thus y(x) is d-subsumed by one of the Nr, N3B1, or N3Bl(aBzBl) 
where n is a new variable. Recall that the last case does not subsume N3B1, since n 
cannot take the value ‘zero’. 
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The function bind-right-variable works by similar reasoning, reading right-to-left. 
There is some asymmetry because we still keep N in d-normal form. 
In the notation of Fig. 1, let V = { xa, xi, ~0, yi }, and let D consist of all 6 1~ 
such that 6 E ~%&o~oYoA&Y~) and @XO) # E # &xl), or &YO) # E # &yl), 
or 6 is disjoint. Let S be the set of substitutions CJ computed by d-unify. Then V 
and C = D U S satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2, which justifies &-unify up to 
&-unify-simple. 
We need some preliminaries before we describe d-unify-simple. First, we want to 
cancel common prefixes whenever possible: 
Remark 3.5. If M and N are simple terms such that M*>KMi and Net>KNi for 
some simple terms K, MI, Nt , then @.&4, N) = @&Ml, Ni ), since substitution factors 
through concatenation. 
For example, when considering d-unifiers of (ab)“+mM and (ab)“N it suffices to 
consider (ab)mM and N. Also, if Mi = E and Nt # E then %&t&N) = 0, but if both 
Ml and Ni are empty then { ( )} 2 %_&M, N) is virtually complete. 
In our context, an d%‘-unijier of exponents P and Q is a substitution 0 with domain 
contained in “y, such that a(P) = a(Q). The ‘SW’ refers to the fact that associativity 
and commutativity have been built-in to the definition of exponent. Let +2.&P, Q) 
denote the set of all &V-unifiers of P and Q. There are well-known algorithms which 
find a finite subset %! C 4%!d~(P, Q) which is complete, i.e., if rs E @dv(P, Q) then 
there is a z E %! and an q such that nr = o. See [7], for example. 
Now suppose that (M, N, g) is a leaf node of 2 , and that A4 and N are simple terms 
in d-normal form. Fix for discussion some non-disjoint ground d-unifier y of A4 
and N. 
If M and N have no common prefix modulo d and are d-unifiable then the leftmost 
syllable of one or both is a power, since otherwise II(M) # 1I(N) contradicts Remark 
3.4. Assume without loss that M = BPMl for some B, P, and Ml. Let n be a new 
variable. 
Suppose N*$BQNl for some Q and Ni. Let V = uars(P) U uar.s(Q). Certainly one 
of y(P) = y(Q), y(P) < y(Q), or y(P) > y(Q) holds, so there is some &%-unifier r 
of, respectively, P and Q, P+n and Q, or P and Q+n, and a substitution rl such that 
qr = y 1 v. Now invoke Lemma 3.4 with C the set %$ U C& U %j of Fig. 4. 
Otherwise N is not &-equivalent to any BeNI. Let n be a variable in P, CJ~ = 
(n H l), and 02 = (n H 1 + n). Since either y(n) = 1 or y(n) > 1, we have either 
01 = y Iin) or there is an v] such that or no2 = y Ifnl. Let V = {n} and C = {ai, 62) 
in Lemma 3.3. 
Lastly we show that d-unify-simple always terminates, provided all powers in M 
and N are primitive. A power BP is primitive if B is not of the form CC.. . C for 
any substring C of B. By using the translation inference rule of an &-completion 
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function &‘-unify-simple(M, N, IT) : set of substitutions; begin 
while (M++$KMl and N->ICN, and K # E) do 
begin M := Ml; N := Nl end; 
if (A4 = E and N = E) then return {rr}; 
if (A4 = E or N = E) then return 0; 
d-normalize M and N; 
c := 0; 
if (N = BpNl ) then swap(M, N); 
if (A4 = BpA41) then 
if (N->BQNl) then begin 
Let n be a new variable; 
Let %i be a complete subset of ?#d~g(P, Q); 
Let %z be a complete subset of G%dvB(P + n, Q); 
Let 493 be a complete subset of %!dq(P, Q + n); 
for all r E 4% U %z U @ do 
C := C u &‘-unify-simple(r(M), r(N), rcr) 
end else 
for all n E uars(P) do 
for all r E {( n I-+ I), (n H 1 + n)} do 
C := C U &‘-unify-simple(r(M), z(N), TO); 
return C 
end; 
Fig. 4. 
procedure, as discussed in Section 2.3, we can always arrange that the terms in a rule 
contain only primitive powers. 
There are two recursive calls in d-unify-simple. Note that neither introduces a new 
power, and both pass simple terms which contain only primitive powers. The body of 
the call to d-unify-simple when Nt+>BQNt will cancel at least one power, which 
can be done only finitely many times. The other call must eventually lead either to 
termination or to the cancellation of some instance of BP, because all powers are 
primitive, and the case B = BlB2, M = (B~B~)‘MI, and N = BI(B~BI)QN~ triggers 
the first call. 
We have shown the main result of this section: 
Theorem 3.6. If Al,;/2 are simple terms in which every power is primitive, and nl,xz, 
~1, y2 are distinct variables in Vb, then the function &-unify of Fig. l-4 returns a 
jinite subset of 42&qA, y1,x&y2) which is virtually complete. 
We have stressed clarity over efficiency in describing d-unify. In particular, the 
searches conducted by bind-left-variable and bind-right-variable can be limited depend- 
ing on context. Also, some inexpensive lookaheads can preclude fruitless recursive calls 
in d-unify-simple. 
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4. Computational results 
We describe a reduction ordering which is compatible with &‘. We also give some 
results obtained by our implementation of an &-completion procedure. 
4.1. A reduction ordering 
A partial ordering > on the set A of letters induces the partial ordering >rex on 
ground terms which compares d-normal forms first by length, then lexicographically. 
We extend this to a partial ordering + on simple terms in such a way that M + N iff 
uars(M) > uars(N) and a(M) > rex a(N) whenever a(M) is a ground instance. Such 
a + is a reduction ordering compatible with d, and if + contains -)a then + also 
contams -ii&, 
To compare any simple terms M and N by length, let f(M) and f(N) be the linear 
diophantine polynomials associated with them in the obvious way (e.g., f(a(bc>“+“) = 
2n+2m + 1). Then f(M) > f(N) for all positive integer substitutions of the variables 
iff f(M) - f(N) is not zero, the coefficients of its variables are non-negative, and if 
the constant term is negative then its absolute value is less than the sum of the other 
coefficients. Of course, two terms may be incomparable in this way, e.g., a2”+“’ and 
ni-2m a . 
We list in Fig. 5 a function lex such that if f(M) = f(N) then M + N iff 
lex(M, N, >) returns true. The reasoning is similar to that of d-unify-simple. The 
idea is that if, say, a > b > c > d, then we know that aba”’ + ac(ab)” since b > c; 
the value of n does not matter. On the other hand, (cd)“a $ c(db)“, because if n = 1 
then cda >lex cdb, but if n = 2 then cdcda $llex cdbdb. 
4.2. Examples 
One source of examples of infinite group presentations which are parameterized in 
our sense is a theorem of Le Chenadec [16, Theorem 61. This result gives complete 
presentations for Coxeter groups of large type, i.e., defined by Coxeter matrices in 
which no entry is 2. The presentations may be infinite; see [13] for finite ones on 
different generators. 
Le Chenadec mentions the example 
G3 = ( a, b,c,d ; a2 = b2 = c2 = d2 = (ad)4 = (bd)4 = (cd)3 = e ). 
We gave the sets Wa = 0 and 8s = {au = E, bb = E, cc = E, dd = E, dcd = 
cdc, dada = adad, dbdb = bdbd} to our Common LISP implementation of an d- 
completion procedure, Isis (Isis seeks infinite systems). We also supplied the ordering 
d > c > b > a which induces the reduction ordering of Section 4.1. Isis uses the 
ordering D which first compares the minimum lengths of simple terms, then makes 
ground terms greater than non-ground ones. Running under Austin Kyoto Common 
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LISP ~1.623, Isis examined 506 &‘-critical pairs, generating 27 rules in total. After 55 
cpu seconds on a spare 2, it arrived at the 19 rules in 
C%={aa--+E, bb+E, CC--+&, dd+s, dcd+cdc}uR,uRb, 
where 
R, = {dada + ada d, dc ada d -+ c dc ada, de ada cd c -+ c dc ada cd, 
dc (ada bdb)” d + c dc (ada bdb)“, 
dc ada (bdb ada)” d -+ c dc ada (bdb ada)“, 
dc (ada bdb)” cd c -+ c dc (ada bdb)” cd, 
dc ada (bdb ada)” cd c + c dc ada (bdb ada)” cd}, 
and Rb is R, with every a and b swapped. The string rewrite system consisting of 
all ground instances of rules in BL is that given by [ 16, Theorem 61 for Gs. Dur- 
ing the completion process, Isis generated, to cite an example, the &-critical pair 
d (ada bdb>” = (ada bdb)“d, and found by induction that every ground instance col- 
lapses. It also generated dc ada (ada bdb)” d = c dc ada (ada bdb)“, which it disposed 
of by checking that the instances where n H 1 and n H 1 + n collapse. 
function lex(M, N, > ) : {true, fake}; begin 
while (M+-+>KW and N*$KA$ and K # E) do 
begin A4 := AI,; N := N, end; 
if (A4 = E) then return false; 
d-normalize M and N; 
if (N = BpNI) then begin swap(A4, N); > := < end; 
if (A4 = BpM~) then begin 
if (N->BQN,) then begin 
Let n be a new variable; 
Let %i be a complete subset of @dw(P, Q); 
Let %z be a complete subset of %!&P + n, Q); 
Let %& be a complete subset of %!.&P, Q + n); 
for all r E C&i U @. U %j do 
unless lex(r(M), r(N), > ) return false 
end else 
for all II E uars(P) do 
forallrE{(n+-+l), (n++li-n)}do 
unless lex(r(M), r(N), > ) return false; 
return true 
end else return leftmost-letter(M) > leftmost-letter(N) 
end; 
Fig. 5. 
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We remark that the ordering c > d > b > a makes the input equations themselves, 
when oriented, into a complete system. This volatile dependence on the ordering is 
typical of critical pair completion procedures. To illustrate further, consider the group 
we get by adding the generator e and relation (ed)4 = E to the presentation for G3. 
With the ordering a > b > c > d > e we get a complete system consisting of 
the nine input equations and two more ground roles. With e > d > c > b > a 
we get a parameterized presentation consisting of 34 rules. With d > e > c > 
b > a the number of rules in the complete string rewrite system of [16, Theorem 
61 is an exponential function of length, so there are too many rules to parameter- 
ize. 
Le Chenadec points out that [16, Theorem 61 does not hold if the Coxeter matrix 
contains 2’s, and gives the example 
G5 =(a,b,c,d;a2=b2=c2=d2=(ac)2=(bc)2=(ad)3 
= (bd)3 = (cd)3 = E ). 
He notes that Knuth-Bendix for strings, with the lexicographic ordering induced by 
d > c > b > a, produces rules of the form dxcd(yx)“c + xdxcd(yx)” where 
{x,.v)={a,b).W g e ave this group to Isis, which took 14 cpu seconds to generate 
31 rules in total from 368 d-critical pairs, Only 25 rules remained in 
where 
R, = {aa --f E, ca -+ ac, dad + ada 
dabdb-tadabd, dacda -+cdacd, dacdc +adacd, 
dacdbc -+ adacdb, dabcdbcd + adabcdbc, dabcdbacda --f adabcdbacd, 
dacd(ba)“c 4 adacd(ba)“, dacdb(ab)“c 4 uducdb(ub)“} 
and Rb is R, with every a and b swapped. 
Isis succeeds with a number of other Coxeter groups of this type. 
Lastly, we consider Stallings’ example [20] of a finitely presented group which is 
not FP3: 
G = ( a, b, c, S, t; [a,s], [a,t], [b,s], [b,t], SCS-~ = tct-’ = uca-’ = bcb-’ ) 
G is of interest here because a theorem of Squier [19] says that a group which has a 
finite complete presentation for some choice of generators and ordering is FP3 (in fact 
it is FP, - see, e.g., [6]). Moreover, Alonso has shown [l] that automatic implies 
FP,, and Gersten has announced that asynchronously automatic implies FPs. 
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Let capital letters represent formal inverses. Given the above presentation for G, Isis 
takes 13 cpu seconds to find the complete presentation 
&?={a A +E 
bB--+& 
CC--+& 
SS-+E 
tT+& 
sa--+as 
sb--+bs 
Sa+aS 
Sb-+bS 
ta+at 
tb+bt 
Ta-+aT 
Tb+bT 
ca-+aTct 
cb+bTct 
Ca-+aTCt 
Cb-+bTCt 
sc--,tcTs 
Sc-+TctS 
sTc+csT 
stc+cst 
Aa-+& 
Bb+& 
CC-+& 
SF.--+& 
Tt-+& 
sA--,As 
sB--+Bs 
SA-+AS 
SB-+BS 
tA-+At 
tB--,Bt 
TA-+AT 
TB-+BT 
cA+AtcT 
cB-+BtcT 
CA-+AtCT 
CB--,BtCT 
sC-+tCTs 
SC--,TCtS 
sTC+CsT 
stc-+cst 
s t” c + t t” c T T" s t" s t" C --f t t" C T T" s t" 
S T" c + T T" c t t" S T" S T" C + T T" C t t" S T" 
s T T" c + T" c t" s T T" s T T" C --) T" C t" s T T" 
S t t" c + t" c T" S t t" S t t" C -+ t" C T" S t t"} 
This system was first suggested in conversation by G. Baumslag and H. Short. In 
this case Isis uses the following reduction ordering. Let > be the reduction ordering 
of Section 4.1 induced by t > s > c > b > a. Let > be the reduction ordering which 
compares simple terms A4 and N by first removing each t, T, and powers thereof to 
get words M’ and N’. If M’ = N’ then M F N iff M > N, otherwise M F N iff 
M’ > N’. The ordering > is compatible with &‘. 
5. Countable generators 
We briefly discuss a generalization, which we have not yet implemented, of the 
methods developed here. 
Suppose we have group presented in terms of countably many generators {ai}<EI and 
a finite number of families of relations parameterized by the indices i. For example, 
A = ( ai ; [ai,ajl )i,jcz. 
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We can work with linear polynomial subscripts in much the same way as with 
exponents, but to do anything useful we need conditional rewriting, an area of vigorous 
research among computer scientists. 
For example, consider A x (t) where af = ai+l. To get the usual normal forms, we 
move t’s in a word to the right until we have a word in the ai’s followed by a power 
of t. Then we move aj to the right of ai only when j > i. We express the latter by 
the conditional rule 
j > i : UjUi + UiUj, 
where i and j are syntactic variables, and the rule applies to a ground term only when 
the condition is met. 
Critical pairs are conditional also. The rule tai + ai- t overlaps the one above on 
the (conditional, indexed) word j > i : taiaj to produce the critical pair j > i : 
ai-ltaj = tajai. Using the condition, this pair collapses. 
In this way one can easily check that 
W = {a+4i -+ E AiUi -+ & tT-+E Tt+s 
j > i : UjUi + UiUj j > i : Ajai -+ aiAj 
j>i : ajAi + Aiaj j > i : AjAi + AiAj 
tUi -+ Ui_lt tAi + Ai-lt 
Tai -+ ai+lT TAi + Ai+lT} 
is Noetherian and confluent. 
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